Look for the Battery Clip located in the 6 o’clock position. This clip is a silver sheet that should be perpendicular to the bottom, highlighted in RED in the picture to the left. Please check to make sure this isn’t bent. If so, gently nudge it back against the plastic post.

These are examples of bad battery clips. Notice the clip is bent forward. You will want to nudge these to make like one shown on left.
The other area where you can have a power issue is with the battery door itself.

First check all three plastic posts to see if they are still intact (1,2,3). If any are broken or misshaped, we can send a replacement battery door.

Next you want to check the spring (A) in the center. It should extend past the 3 posts (at least enough past the posts that it’s obvious) and have some “springiness” to it. This spring can become degraded over time and cause power issues. Again please contact us for a replacement battery door.